Assessment of diastolic dysfunction after acute myocardial infarction using Doppler echocardiography.
Doppler echocardiography (DE) is becoming a powerful noninvasive tool for assessing left ventricular diastolic dysfunction after myocardial infarction (MI). Transmitral inflow DE measurements of early and late filling velocities, early to late ratio and early deceleration time correlate well with left ventricular filling pressure. Three abnormal filling patterns (impaired relaxation, pseudonormalization and restrictive) develop after MI, depending on infarct size. Pulmonary venous inflow DE contributes important additional diagnostic data and, when combined with transmitral DE, avoids potential confusion due to the pseudonormal pattern that develops in the presence of high left atrial pressure and impaired relaxation. Several studies indicate that these DE patterns correlate with progressively increasing functional impairment, and the restrictive transmitral pattern predicts heart failure and death among MI survivors. Further studies are needed to evaluate the effects of therapy on the DE patterns of diastolic dysfunction after MI.